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Modeling fetal morphologic patterns through
cardiotocography data: Decision tree-based approach
R. S. Kamath1*, R. K. Kamat2
ABSTRACT
Objective: The present research aims at decision tree (DT) modeling of fetal morphologic patterns by exploring
cardiotocography (CTG). CTG consists of fetal heart rate and topographic measurements and is used for the verification of
fetal health. Materials and Methods: In the present study, we have carried out DT modeling for CTGs data classification
based on fetal morphologic patterns. Decision tree model is the most commonly used data mining technique for classification
and prediction. The dataset employed in the present study comprises ten classes of morphologic patterns with a sample size of
2126 records. The optimum decision tree model is derived by tuning parameters such as min split, min bucket, max depth, and
complexity. This model entails recursive partitioning approach implemented in the “rpart” package of R. The performance of
the model is evaluated in terms of mean square error estimate of error rate. Results: Thus, derived decision tree model leads
to values for tuning parameters such as min split, min bucket, max depth, and complexity are 20, 7, 30, and 0.01, respectively.
The 1488 observations from the inputted dataset are considered for the construction of the tree. Root node error is 0.7211.
Thus, derived DT model efficiently classifies validation data with very less error. Conclusion: The result suggests that the
DT modeling has the potential to exhibit as the best tool for modeling of CTG data.
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INTRODUCTION
Cardiotocography (CTG) indicates fetal health in
terms of fetal heart rate (FHR), uterine contraction,
and fetal movement and is taken from 27 weeks of
pregnancy.[11] The CTG analysis done by obstetricians
during FHR pattern observation helps in recognizing
fetal state such as physiological, suspect, and
pathological.[10] Thus, prosperity of embryo can be
visualized and taken care in advance.[12]
Literature review divulges that there are a few reported
researches of utilizing the machine learning approaches
for the study of CTG data.[7-9] Kamath and Kamat
have presented random forest (RF) modeling of fetal
morphologic patterns for CTG data and derived optimum
RF model by tuning different properties.[2] A study
by Karabulut and Ibrikci explains machine learning
techniques for analyzing CTG data.[3] Their study
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explains Decision tree system with accuracy 95.01%.
[3]
Yet another paper by Tomas et al. have explained RF
model for automatic recognition of three assorted fetal
states.[4] This framework supports decision system as a
part of pre-birth care. Sundar et al. explained CTG data
classification by designing artificial neural network
model.[5] This classifier was capable of classifying fetal
states with less error. The performance of aforesaid
model was measured in terms of precision, recall,
F-score, and rand index. Yet another paper by Kamath
and Kamat reports decision tree modeling of proteins
expression levels for down syndrome.[6]
In the background of the research portrayed above,
the present study demonstrates decision tree modeling
of fetal morphologic pattern using CTG Data. The
dataset with 2126 observations of CTGs is selected
for the analysis.[1] These data contain FHR, uterine
contraction, and fetal movement measurements.
The present work is carried out in Rattle. Rattle
is a graphical data mining application built on the
statistical language R. The study derives DT model
that classifies CTG data with very less error.
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The rest of paper is designed as follows: Introduction
followed by the materials and methods utilized in the
present study. Then, the third section summarizes
the computational details, results, and discussions
of the DT model. The conclusion at the end justifies
the suitability of DT model for fetal morphologic
patterns.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The CTG dataset for the present study is taken from
UCI data repository.[1] It consists of FHR, uterine
contraction, and fetal movement measurements. This
dataset contains 2126 samples of fetal CTGs classified
into ten classes of morphologic patterns and three
classes of fetal state.[1] This classification was done
by expert obstetricians. Proposed research reveals
decision tree-based classification of CTGs data into

Figure 1: Cardiotocography data projection

ten classes of morphologic patterns. Figure 1 shows a
number of observations corresponding to these classes
described in the dataset.
In the present study, we have carried out DT
modeling for CTGs data classification into ten classes
of fetal morphologic patterns. The decision tree is
an advantageous and proficient representation of
information. It begins with a solitary root node that
part into different branches, prompting to further
nodes, each of which may additionally part or else
end as a leaf node.[14] Connected with each nonleaf node will be a test or question that figures out
which branch to take after. The leaf nodes contain the
choices.
The reported work is carried out in rattle
environment.[13] The model is of type multiinput and single-output arrangement. The model
has 21 inputs, namely, values of FHR and UC
features, whereas morphologic pattern class is an
output variable. Figure 2 shows that decision tree
derived in the present investigation represents fetal
morphologic pattern class for FHR and UC features.
That the root node of decision tree tests AC value
≥0.08543558 continues down to the left side of the
tree, otherwise right side of the tree. The next test
down this right side of the tree is DL value. Thus,
it proceeds and will be able retrieve class value
for fetal morphologic pattern class. Table 1 gives
details of tuning parameters varied in rattle to obtain
optimized decision tree model for classification.
The performance of the model is measured in terms
of mean square error between predicted output and
actual output.

Figure 2: Decision tree for fetal morphologic pattern classification
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COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS,
RESULTS, AND DISCUSSIONS

DT shown in Figure 2 translates to the rules, where
each rule corresponds to one path through the tree,
starting at the root node and ending at a leaf node.

The experiment is carried out in Rattle data mining
platform to obtain optimum model structure by varying
configuring tuning parameters of DT model.[13] Figure 3
shows DT model thus obtained for classification. This
textual view highlights the key interface widgets of
decision tree construction. Node and split details of
corresponding decision tree are shown in Figure 4. The

Thus, derived decision tree model leads to values
for tuning parameters such as min split, min bucket,
max depth, and complexity are 20, 7, 30, and 0.01,
respectively. Figure 3 explains performance evaluation
of the model in terms of iterations and associated change
in the accuracy of the model as new levels are added to
the tree. The complexity parameter value reveals that

Table 1: Decision tree configuration
Tuning parameter
Min split
Min Bucket
Max depth
Complexity

Description
Lowest number of observations for a node resulting from a split before a performing spilt
Minimum number of observations allowable in any leaf node of the decision tree
Maximum deepness of any node of the final tree
Controlling parameter to manage the size of the decision tree

Value
20
7
30
0.01

Figure 3: Summary of the decision tree model for classification (built using “rpart”).

Figure 4: Node and split details of decision tree
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2.
3.

Figure 5: Error matrix for validation data

as the tree splits into more nodes, the algorithm to stop
partitioning since the error rate is not improving. It is also
observed that cross–validation error is reduced. The 1488
observations from the inputted dataset are considered for
the construction of tree. Root node error is 0.7211.
Thus, derived DT model efficiently classifies
validation data with very less error. Figure 5 shows the
error matrix for the decision tree model on validation
data. Result concludes that DT modeling is a suitable
technique since the result is more precise.

CONCLUSION
Decision tree model for fetal morphologic pattern
classification through CTG data is explained.
A decision tree model is a standout among the most
widely recognized data mining models. The revealed
investigation delineates ideal decision tree architecture
accomplished by tuning parameters such as min
split, min bucket, max depth, and complexity. DT
model, consequently determined, is straightforward
and involves recursive apportioning approach
executed in the rpart package. Result presumes that
DT expectation is an appropriate approach since the
subsequent examination is more accurate.
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